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M-ary SPREAD SPECTRUM COMMUNICATION IN TELEMETRY
SYSTEMS

Zhao Honglin  Bi Shijie  Zhou Tingxian

ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the performance of an M-ary spread spectrum system with orthogonal
codes. A new scheme of M-ary spread spectrum communication with phase shifted m-
sequence is proposed, and the method to implement code synchronization in the scheme is
given. The performance of the new scheme is analyzed, and compared to conventional
spread spectrum systems and orthogonal code M-ary systems. The results show that
stronger anti-interference ability, and better data transmission efficiency, and lower
complexity is achieved in the system employing phase shifted m-sequence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the great developments of technology, telemetering and telecontrol engineering have
got much wider use than ever. In some cases, the telemetering data must have high
reliability and secrecy. Since spread spectrum communication has the advantage of strong
anti-interference ability, low signal interception probability, high antimultipath ability,
good feasibility in CDMA and other advantages, it is well suited to modern telemetering. It
is not desirable that the spread spectrum system needs a very wide bandwidth to modulate
information data with pseudo-random coding, while the data bandwidth is narrow. So the
efficiency of the frequency resource must be increased by improving the data transmission
ability or the multiple access ability in spread spectrum communications. There are many
ways to improve the data transmission ability such as multi-phase modulation, M-ary
spread spectrum communication, parallel composition spread spectrum communication and
orthogonal CDMA. 1 Orthogonal code is usually adopted in M-ary spread spectrum
communication systems. This paper gives a new method to realize M-ary spread spectrum
communication which employs phase shifted m-sequence. The analysis shows that
improvement in data transmission ability can be achieved through this method.



II. SYSTEM MODEL

The basic idea of M-ary communication is described as follows. One subscriber is
assigned M spread spectrum codes. According to the information data, d(t), which is to be
transmitted, one of the M codes is selected to modulate the carrier. Then, the output RF
signal is transmitted. At the receiver end, there are M decorrelation integrators which
correspond to different spread spectrum codes. When one spread spectrum code has the
maximum output, the information data d(t) which it carries is received. In normal M-ary
systems, the orthogonal sequence is taken as the spread spectrum code because of its
perfect orthogonal characteristic when ideally synchronized. The outputs of all routes are
zero except the corresponding one. So the interference among different routes is small.
However, the autocorrelation performance of orthogonal codes is not good. So
synchronization becomes a difficult problem. As for the m-sequence, its autocorrelation is
much better, and is given by the expression:
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where N is the period of m-sequence. This paper proposes a M-ary scheme which employs
phase shifted m-sequence as the spread spectrum code. Synchronization of this scheme is
very easy. because m-sequence has a good pseudo-random characteristic and low
interception probability. The scheme this paper proposes employs the spread spectrum
code. It is different from the normal M-ary communication scheme that two sequences are
transmitted simultaneously. One is selected from M sequences, the other is a fixed shift
sequence with a phase difference from all the other sequences. It can be positive or
negative which can denote one bit information. This scheme can solve the synchronization
problem and improve the information data transmission ability. The functional structure is
shown in Figure1 and Figure 2.

As shown in Figure1, at the transmitter end, PN0, PN1 PNM are the phase shifted m-
sequence. Where an  denotes sequence PN0, an−−3 , which is left shifted two bit positions,
denotes PN1, an−−5 , left shifted 5 bit positions, denotes PN2  an M−− −−2 1 , denotes PNM . At first,
information data enters a data selecting unit, which decides the polarity of PN0 and
controls the encoding and selecting unit to choose one code from PN1 to PNM . Then there
are 2M states. Thus at each time, log2 2 M  bit data information can be transmitted by one
selected polarity of PN0 and one of the M codes. The polarized PN0 is added to the code
chosen from PN1 to PNM linearly. Then the output is modulated onto carrier by multiplying
to produce the RF signal.



At the receiver end, as shown in Figure 2, after carrier demodulation and code
synchronization, the received signal is coherently detected by the local pseudo-code PN0

,PN1 ,PNM. The polarity obtained from PN0 and one route signal with the maximum value
chosen from PN1 PNM are input into the selecting unit to produce received data d(t), which
has log2 2 M  bits of information.

III. SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD

In an M-ary spread spectrum system using m-sequence, synchronization is the key
problem, because correct decoding of information depends on precise synchronization. A
concrete model is shown in Figure3.  In an m-sequence generator, the output sequence of
tap n is an  or PN0, the output sequence of the ith tap is an i−− −−2 1  or PNi, for i=0,1,,...M,
2(M+1)<N. N is the period of the m-sequence. The an  are synchronized. When
successfully acquired, the an  route signal is integrated and then input into a comparator,
which can pick out the high level signal both positive and negative, to output the high
level. Since the phase difference among the sequences from PN0 to PNM is fixed at the
transmitter end, no matter which sequence is transmitted, when accurately synchronized,
there must be one route of an i−− −−2 1  , for i =1,2,...M, that will provide an output high level
signal. The signal, which remains at a high level after going through an OR gate, enters an
AND gate, together with the high level signal of route an  . The output high level signal is
used to control the analog switch for conducting the error signal of the code tracking loop
into the VXCO. Thus tracking and synchronization can be realized. When incorrectly
acquired, the signal acquired in route an  is one of the phases of the sequences (PN1, PN2

PNM), that was transmitted. For 2(M+1)<N, all of the routes are known to provide output
low level signals except an . So the outputs of the OR gate and AND gate are both low
level. This signal controls the analog switch to conduct a fixed level into VXCO. A fixed
frequency difference between the VXCO and the input code clock. The local pseudo-code
glides according to the input pseudo-code for reacquiring, until the correct phase is
obtained. After the system id synchronized, the tracking loop for PN0 can keep tracking,
because the code is transmitted every time. In normal M-ary spread spectrum systems,
only one of the M spread spectrum codes is transmitted at a time. Since the spread
spectrum codes are different from each other, delay-lock loop can’t be used to acquire and
track one code. Synchronization can’t be kept. So synchronization in such systems can
only be provided by an external device. The scheme presented in this paper is a simple
way to solve the synchronization problem by using the properties of the code itself.



IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Data Transmission Ability
In common spread spectrum systems, the positive and negative states denote information
data d(t)=1 and d(t)=-1. One state is transmitted at a time, giving the amount of
information is log2 2 1== . In M-ary systems, where there are M states available, the amount
of information quantity in one spread spectrum code is log2 M  bits.

A fixed two-state spread spectrum code is added to the code selected from M spread
spectrum codes. So the total number of states is 2M. The amount of information of one
code to be transmitted is log log2 22 1M M== ++ bit. So this new scheme has some advantage
over the common spread spectrum communication and common M-ary spread spectrum
communication with respect to data transmission ability.

B. Spread Spectrum Code Demodulation Error Probability
The demodulation error probability is now analyzed. The bit error probability can be easily
derived from it. Since the spread spectrum code is phase shifted m-sequence, of which the
correlation characteristic can be described as:
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From Figure1, it is seen that the transmitted signal is PN1 together with PN0. Only the
positive state of PN0 will be considered to simplify the analysis. The output of the
corresponding correlator is given by:
    Z PT PT N1 1== ++ −−γγ                                            (1)
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where P is the signal power, T is the width of one data bit, N is the period of the m-
sequence, and n(t) denotes the White Gaussian Noise whose double-side power spectral
density is N0 /2.

The probability of a correct decision is
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The same result can be obtained when PN0 is negative.



In most cases, the data to be transmitted corresponds to each code of the M spread
spectrum code and has the same probability. The correct demodulation probability of the
1st code is Pc1 , then the correct demodulation probability at receiver end, i.e. the correct
demodulation probability of d(t) is
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The demodulation error probability can be expressed as:
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Comparing the common orthogonal code M-ary spread spectrum communication: 3
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and the common spread spectrum communication:2
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the error probability of the scheme in this paper is better than that of the two schemes
above, when the demodulation error probability of PN0 is neglected. So this scheme has a
better anti-interference ability. The curve for M=16 and N=127 is given in Figure 4, where
curve1 is of the new scheme, curve2 is of orthogonal code M-ary and curve3 is the
common spread spectrum system.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an M-ary spread spectrum system that employs phase shifted m-
sequence. Besides its better anti-interference ability and lower signal interception
probability compared with common spread spectrum system, it still has other advantages
over the common system and the orthogonal code M-ary system:
A. This system has a better data transmission ability, the amount of information that can be
transmitted each time is log log2 22 1M M== ++ , while using the orthogonal code the amount
of information is log2 M  bits and in the common spread spectrum system, 1 bit. The
communication efficiency is improved.
B. The demodulation error probability is less than that of the orthogonal system and the
common system, when the influence of the synchronization sequence PN0 is neglected. So
this system is more reliable.



C. A synchronization scheme is given, which has the advantage of a simpler realization
compared with the orthogonal code M-ary spread spectrum system.
In conclusion, this technique has a bright prospect in practical application to adopt m-
sequence in M-ary spread spectrum communication.
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Fig. 1. Transmitter block functional diagram

fig.2 Receiver block functional diagram



fig. 3. Synchronization block functional diagram

fig. 4. Spread spectrum code demodulation error probability


